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About Us

PremStar Incentives Inc. is a full-service supplier of recognizable luxury products for    
incentive, reward, loyalty and premium programs. We also have vast experience in 
casino events. PremStar Incentives Inc. streamlines the gift-giving process by                  
leveraging advanced technology, brand expertise and excellent customer service.

Technology:
PremStarPremStar Incentives Inc. offers the latest technology in product data feed that                 
automatically transmits daily pricing and availability directly to your company. We can 
automate billing and ordering processes via EDI and API. Our website provides an 
online search engine that allows for quick and easy product search by price point,        
product or brand.

Brand Expertise:
PremStarPremStar Incentives Inc. Brand Managers can offer suggestions and solutions for client 
catalogs and events by providing best-selling assortments from each brand by desired 
price point. 

Inventory Management:
PremStar Incentives Inc. maintains ample inventory until completion of program to 
ensure gift recipients and clients are satisfied.
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Exclusive Brands

PANDORA

Ginsu

Kenneth Cole

Fizzics

Arccos

Foster GrantGargoyles

Sassafras
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Prestigious Brands

Timberland 
Watches

Thymes

Ted Baker Watches

Swarovski

Sony

Sean John

Sassafras

Rosetti

Ray-Ban

Premier Sunglasses

Peter Thomas Roth

PANDORA

Panama Jack

Michele

Michael Kors

Michael Aram

M-Clip

Lily Bloom

Lagos

Kenneth Cole Reaction

Kenneth Cole 

Jones NY

IronMan

Infinity Jewelers 

Imperial Pearl

Iluminage

Henry London

Ginsu

Gargoyles

Game Time

Foster Grant

Fossil

Fizzics

Elle

Dogeared

Daniel Wellington

Caterina Italia

Body Glove

Ben Sherman

Bambeco

Baccarat

Anthony Brands

Ahava

Arccos
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Casino & Corporate Events
PremStar Incentives Inc. has knowledgeable and qualified staff to host onsite events. Our 
staff runs the gift-giving experience from start to finish for brands like PANDORA,         
Kenneth Cole, Ray-Ban and Foster Grant.
PriorPrior to the event, clients work with PremStar Incentives Inc.’s brand experts to select their 
custom product assortment. The event execution is hassle-free for clients as PremStar        
Incentives Inc. handles everything from start to finish. Our team is responsible for the event 
inventory, set-up and gift distribution. When the event is over, we will even work with the 
venue to ship back all excess inventory.
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PANDORA jewelry offers something for everyone; whether it be a gift for a loved one, 

something for yourself or simply browsing for inspiration, you are sure to find that    

special something. PANDORA celebrates women by offering them the opportunity for 

personal expression through a universe of high quality, contemporary jewelry at             

affordable prices. 

EachEach unique design passes through the hands of skilled craftspeople – from skilled gold-

smiths to stone setters – to bring you beautiful jewelry, hand-finished from sterling 

silver to 14K gold. 
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Custom Charms

We offer customized charms to suit your needs. Custom charms are 
great for events or employee gifts. Below is the custom charm       
process.

-Engraving can only occur on approved charms

-Client must sign Letter of Authorization to utilize logo prior to 

digital mock-up process

-Client must also sign Terms and Conditions

-Client can then submit design concept, which will be sent to the -Client can then submit design concept, which will be sent to the 

design team for a digital mock-up.

-Clients will have the chance to review the mock-up within 48 

hours of concept submission.

-If approved, client must sign Proof & Authorization for Physical 

Sample form.

-Physical sample will be shipped within 5-7 business days.

-If design is not approved, submit the Proof & Authorization for -If design is not approved, submit the Proof & Authorization for 

Physical Sample form with the appropriate changes.

Minimum order quantity for all engraving requests starts at 50 
pieces per design. For our pricing, we adhere to the Premium     
PANDORA Engraving Policy. Lead time for orders is 21 business 
days, however, designs with more than three colors may affect lead 
time.
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The Arccos Golf Performance Tracking System records every shot a golfer makes,   

analyzes the data in real time and reveals strengths and weaknesses to enhance 

on-course decision-making.

Fizzics uses patent-pending fluid and sound technology to transform your canned or 

bottled beer into beer that tastes like it's fresh from the tap.
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While their products have changed over the years, the essence of their company        

mission remains the same: to  provide a functional product that enhances the user’s   

experience. Sassafras’ housewares products are designed to bake incredible breads and 

pizzas. 

One of the best-known brands in kitchenware, Ginsu has a legacy of expertise in               

cutlery, with quality knives that never need sharpening.  With a wide range of knives, 

knife blocks and cutlery sets, the line includes a variety of styles, colors and custom     

options that make Ginsu ideal for premiums, incentives and corporate gifts.  
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Foster Grant has a long, storied history that dates back to 1919 - from the boardwalk in 

Atlantic City to Who's That Behind Those Foster Grants? Today, the brand offers    

fashionable sunglasses, classic styles, driving sunglasses, polarized sunglasses, and 

sporty sunglasses. Popular Foster Grant brands include Gargoyles, Body Glove,         

Ironman Triathlon and Panama Jack. Nobody sells more sunglasses in the US than 

Foster Grant. 

EveryEvery pair of Foster Grant sunglasses is equipped with MaxBlock 100% UVA-UVB lens 

protection and made with lightweight, durable materials, built for quality and value.

by
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For over 30 years, Kenneth Cole has sought to make a more meaningful connection 

with people by addressing not just what they look like on the outside, but who they are 

on the inside; not just what they stand in, but what they stand for. PremStar                  

Incentives Inc. is proud to be the exclusive  distributor for Kenneth Cole handbags, 

backpacks and small leather accessories in the premium and incentive channels.
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As the global leader in the premium eyewear market, Ray-Ban offers the most iconic 

sunglass models in the world. They combine exceptional quality with performance 

and comfort to deliver an exceptional end product. Discover all Ray-Ban sunglasses 

collections and find the perfect pair that flaunts your personality and helps you own 

the moment every time. From trendy colors to classic frames, Ray-Ban collections 

show you off.


